
You have more Power 
than you think:

An Introduction to your Unique Eco Powers

Hosted by

Dr Stephanie Boyle
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Importance of climate action



Everyone matters

Climate action on the cusp of exponential growth?

25% of the population creates a tipping point



Eco Together  

Eco Together is a climate empowerment group 

programme which helps people to find and use their 

unique powers to make a difference. 

Hosted by environmental charity Transition Bath but also runs in

Birmingham, including a group of staff at Birmingham City Council 

Developed by volunteers passionate about climate and the

environment – but runs itself

Free and open source.

About | Eco Together

https://www.ecotogether.info/about


Eco Together Brum 1st birthday party 
27th January 2024 Witton Lakes Eco Hub

Photo by Ewan Williamson, Erdington Local



Eco Together example actions
• Lifestyle: I’m planning to get rid of my car. I’m using buses 

much more.

• Community: I’ve become the Plan A [Eco] Champion at 
work now. I’ve got a copy of the environmental strategy for 
the organisation at work and I will work on something 
more specific for our branch.

• Advocacy: I joined the Birmingham Climate Justice Coalition 
and went to their conference this year. 

• Communication: I volunteered to become a local 
ambassador for the local paper. I wanted to do it before but 
I did it when I learned about the power of talking.



Eco Powers to create change 



Eco Power - Lifestyle

Actions you take as an individual

The power of voting with your wallet and leading by example

We can choose the eco-option, from small actions that add

up, such as buying less plastic and recycling, to larger

changes such as switching finance providers, going vegan,

car-free, or even off-grid

Around 80% of people use Lifestyle Power in some way.

Caution: This is also the frame within which fossil fuel interests seek to 

constrain our action; BP created the individual carbon footprint to stop 

us using Advocacy Power on them! 



Eco-action



Eco Power - Community

Actions you take using your unique networks

You can influence through these networks more than people 

who are not in them

Can your group be an eco-group? E.g., eco-neighbourhood, 

eco-work team, eco-school, eco-choir, eco-faith group. Can you 

be the eco champion within this group?

Organisations also have Eco Together Powers - Lifestyle, 

Community, Advocacy & Communication…leveraging this can 

be highly efficient. 



Eco Power - Advocacy

Actions you take to influence decision-makers; 
businesses and politicians

Lifestyle power is limited by lack of support from government or 
business,  ‘the system’.

Spectrum of action: Petitions, social media, consultations, joining 
groups, getting others involved, meeting those you wish to persuade. 

A well-targeted campaign for a specific change can often succeed



Eco Power - Communication

Whatever you do, talk about it

The ‘Spiral of silence’ holds back climate action. Because it’s so 

dreadful, no one wants to talk about it, so people think no one cares!

85% of UK people care about the climate but most people think only 50% of 
people do. 70% of people think that others are not worried enough! 

So – simply share what you are doing; successes and challenges. Maybe ask 
them for their thoughts. 

This is ‘social norming’ - communicating that ‘someone (possibly like me) is 
taking action, so maybe I could too’. 



Start an Eco 
Together 

Group in your 
community

Become an 
Eco Champion 
in your group/ 

workplace

Talk to your 
MP about the 
Climate and 
Ecology Bill

Next Steps: 
What will you do?



Thank you for being part of the        
eco-change movement!



Info 
Pack
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